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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
 

Glial and Neuronal Cell Diversity in Human Cerebral Organoids Revealed by Single Cell RNA-
Sequencing and Identification of Specific Genes Induced by METH and THC 

 
 

by 

 

Kriti Agrawal 

 

Master of Science in Biology 

University of California San Diego, 2020 

Professor Tariq Rana, Chair 
Professor Stacey Glasgow, Co-Chair 

 

 Methamphetamine (METH) and tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) are drugs that a segment of 

pregnant women may be exposed to, however, their effect on the development of the fetal brain 

is not completely understood. Research has been done on the effects of these drugs, but these 

studies are typically done in mice models which may not be completely representative of the 

human brain. Analyzing the effects of these drugs through the human cerebral organoid model 

can provide valuable insights into the human fetal brain and the factors that affect its 

development. We use single-cell RNA-sequencing analysis of human cerebral brain organoids to 

study the changes in gene expression caused by these drugs and to determine their effects on the 



 xi 

developing brain. Exposure of human cerebral organoids to METH led to the upregulation of 

genes associated with stress and inflammation suggesting that METH leads to 

neuroinflammation. Furthermore, genes associated with neural development were downregulated 

suggesting that METH hinders the development of the brain. The upregulated and downregulated 

pathways as a result of METH exposure indicate that there is likely a negative effect on fetal 

brain development and that METH exposure may lead to neuroinflammation. Analysis of THC 

organoids suggests that THC exposure may be altering glutamatergic neurons with enhanced 

expression of CNR1 and leading to preferential differentiation toward glutamatergic fate via 

NEUROD6. These results indicate that human cerebral organoids may provide valuable insights 

into the effects of drugs on the development and gene expression in the human fetal brain.
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The human brain acts as the body’s control center and dictates how our bodies respond to 

our internal and external environments, however, the brain is an especially difficult organ to 

study because brains can usually only be obtained posthumously, or after death1. The developing 

brain is not thoroughly studied due to ethical concerns. Thus, researchers have been trying to 

find ways to effectively and ethically study the brain and its development. Current techniques to 

study human brain development rely on fMRI, or functional MRI, imaging and focus on 

determining functional connectivity with the fetal brain, which does not completely explain what 

is happening in the developing brain2. Mouse models have also been used to study the 

developing brain but they have key differences from human brains and therefore may not be the 

most accurate model for studying human brains3.  

Stem cells can also be used to increase our understanding of the brain as there has been a 

rise in deriving the cell types found in the brain from stem cells. Stem cell research has provided 

a means for studying development because the cells in our body are derived and differentiated 

from base stem cells, such as the embryonic stem cell4. Furthermore, more recent advances in 

stem cell research reveal that stem cell-ness, or the ability to differentiate into different cell 

types, can be induced4. Therefore, the creation of the induced pluripotent stem cells (IPSCs) has 

made a major impact on biological research by catalyzing new research into stem cell-based 

therapies4.  With IPSCs as a catalyst for further research into stem cells, there has also been an 

increase in differentiating these cells to create different cell lines. As stem cells have been used 

to create different cell lines, researchers have also started to create organoids or models for 

organs in the body derived from stem cells5.  
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Organoids are an exciting new field of research in biology because they can be used to 

provide new insights about tissue and organ development for many of the different organ groups, 

such as kidneys, brains, and lungs5. Organoids are small 3-D models for human organs that 

contain the different cell types found in the organs they model and can perform many basic 

functions of the organ they model5. It can be difficult to acquire human organs for research 

purposes, so organoids allow for an alternate means of scientific exploration of these various 

groups of organs5. The organoids also reveal more about the process of cell differentiation in the 

organs they mimic because distinct and diverse cell types grow from the various stem cells in 

organoids5. Since organoids can host many of the cell types found in the human brain, they may 

be the key to studying development without having to rely on brains that have been obtained 

posthumously3.  

 Currently, organoid technology is used to create cerebral organoids that develop cell 

types and structures found in the cerebral cortex6. Cerebral organoids are generated using 

pluripotent stem cells to create a germ layer known as the ectoderm6. Once the ectoderm is 

created, embryoid bodies form as the cells attach to one another6. These embryoid bodies remain 

suspended in media and form neural ectoderm tissue on their surfaces6. These embryoid bodies 

are then placed in a media with factors and compounds that promote the formation of neural 

progenitors and the cell types, including a variety of glial cells and neural cells, that differentiate 

from neural progenitors6. The final step of cerebral organoid formation is the addition of Vitamin 

A to provide retinoic acid to the brain to promote neural differentiation to account for the release 

of retinoic acid in vivo6. After these organoids have been grown for 1 to 2 months brain 

structures including the cerebral cortex, retinal identities, ventral telencephalon, and choroid 

plexus are observed6. With the creation of these brain structures, cerebral organoids are a model 
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for the human brain. Furthermore, organoids have been shown to be a better model at mimicking 

fetal brain development than mouse models that were previously used3. Mice do not have an 

inner fiber layer and outer subventricular zone, which are found in human brains3. Moreover, 

mouse models are incapable of modeling microcephaly, a disorder causing abnormally small 

brain development, because they contain known mutants for some genes known to cause 

microcephaly3. Therefore, these cerebral organoids may potentially provide valuable new 

insights about how the brain develops or what factors may hinder its development. In fact, the 

cerebral organoids also have a cell organization that is similar to the human brain, further 

supporting their validity as a model to study the human brain3. Consequently, organoids seem to 

be an accepted model for studying the human fetal brain.  

Many groups have also used cerebral organoids to gain new insights on 

neurodevelopmental, neurodegenerative disorders, and the potential effects of drug treatments on 

fetal development7–11. For example, organoids were used to model microcephaly by knocking 

down expression of CDK5RAP2, which was found to be a protein related to microcephaly3. 

Staining of organoids with specific factors and visual growth of the organoids showed key 

differences in spindle3. While visual observations provide an overall view of what is happening 

in the organoid, exploration of how the neural cell types are behaving in the organoid would 

provide a deeper understanding of inner mechanisms of development. An exciting approach to 

organoid research would be to perform single-cell RNA-seq, which is a technique that reveals 

the individual cell types present in the samples by checking differential expression of cell type 

specific markers in cells that have been clustered together12. When used in conjunction with 

organoid research, single-cell RNA-seq can allow for a holistic look at the organoid. Only a few 

studies have used single-cell RNA-seq analysis in conjunction with organoid research. 
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 Past studies that involve the use of single-cell RNA-seq analysis and cerebral organoids 

have been used to study the organoids as models for human development13,14. For example, 

single-cell analysis of organoids was used to reveal gene signatures that are specific to human 

development13. The single-cell RNA-seq analysis allowed the researchers to group the cells 

found in the organoid by brain cell types and further analysis of gene expression provided key 

insights into the gene signatures of specific neural cell populations13.  Moreover, other studies 

have used single-cell to determine the differences in cell types found in the human brain to see if 

cerebral organoids are truly good models for the human brain by determining what neural cell 

types are found in organoids14. These studies are important because they validate the cerebral 

organoid as a model for the brain. Using the same technique of single-cell RNA-seq to compare 

gene expression between control organoids and experimental organoids is a relatively 

unexplored area of research. Changes in gene expression can provide insights into the biological 

pathways that are affected after experimental conditions. Single-cell RNA-seq can be used to 

reveal the different cell populations present and the heterogeneity in their response. Therefore, it 

may be interesting to use single-cell RNA-seq to explore the effects of experimental conditions 

on cerebral organoids.   

An example of potential experimental conditions that could be tested using cerebral 

organoids and single-cell analysis are drug treatments. Since the organoids can host many of the 

cell types found in the cortical section of the brain, they can also be used to study the potential 

effects of different drugs or factors related to brain development gene expression15. The effects of 

recreational drug use during pregnancy and the development of the brain are also not known 

extensively at this time. The topic is difficult to study because of ethical concerns and thus there 

is limited research. Two drugs of interest include METH and THC. METH is methamphetamine 
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which is a drug that is usually used illicitly in the United States16. The National Institute on Drug 

Abuse (NIDA) has recently increased funding to study the effects of METH on development as 

the drug’s popularity increases in the United States, showing an increase in its consumption16. 

Some studies have been done on the effects of METH on development. Many papers have found 

that prenatal METH exposure in mice has led to a decrease in bodily growth, decreased learning 

capabilities, and aggressive behavior17. In addition, another study found that children who were 

exposed to METH prenatally exhibited reduced dopamine receptors and reduced concentrations 

of neuronal marker genes suggesting that METH exposure has a negative impact on the fetal 

brain18. Moreover, another study showed that METH exposure led to neurotoxicity in microglia 

and neuroinflammation in mice models, again suggesting that METH exposure negatively 

impacts the brain19. Many studies use volunteers who were exposed to METH prenatally and 

these studies have not been validated due to ethical concerns. Other studies pertaining to METH 

often focus on particular cell types, for example, astrocytes. Astrocytes in the brain have been 

shown to have an important role in regulating development in the brain, neuroplasticity, and the 

brain’s response to drugs20,21. Research on METH and its effects on fetal brain development is 

still incomplete and needs to be further validated, even though METH consumption is a major 

problem worldwide.  

THC, also known as tetrahydrocannabinol, is the psychoactive compound found in 

marijuana, which has been recently legalized in many states. Many people have begun taking 

marijuana to manage pain, including pregnant women assuming that it is safe for their children, 

without completely understanding the potential negative side effects this drug can have on fetal 

development22. The effects of this drug on fetal brain development are not yet well studied, so 

any potential negative side effects of this drug on development are also not known. Some studies 
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that have been conducted use rat models and show that dopaminergic neurons exhibited many 

molecular and synaptic changes22. Furthermore, THC is also shown to potentially disrupt 

endogenous, or internal, cannabinoid signaling, in the brain which may be detrimental to nervous 

system functioning later in life23.  Other studies focus on the effects of THC exposure as a whole 

rather than focusing on the brain. For example, after reviewing 24 datasets JKL Gunn found that 

infants with exposure to THC prior to birth had a lower birth weight24.  Based on these studies, it 

is clear that THC has some effect on development. The effects on fetal brain development, 

however, are not completely known at this time but prenatal THC exposure has detrimental 

effects on the body’s internal cannabinoid signaling and alters dopaminergic neurons22,23. As 

THC consumption increases studying the effects of this drug on fetal brain development is 

necessary to allow pregnant women to make informed choices about the medication that they 

take. 

 These are all drugs that pregnant women may be exposed to or may use and therefore it 

is important to try to gain a better understanding of the effects of these drugs on development. 

Cerebral organoids provide an excellent means to provide valuable insights into the effects of 

these drugs on development after single-cell RNA-seq analysis is performed. 

The creation of these organoids and their testing in different drug conditions leads us to 

ask the questions: What are the effects of these drugs, METH and THC, on the development of 

the fetal brain when studied through cerebral organoids? Do we see a difference in specific cell 

types and their gene signatures that show the effects of these drugs? We aim to use single-cell 

RNA-seq to determine the effects of METH and THC by comparing the gene expression profiles 

of these groups to control organoids. We will look at the individual neuronal cell populations 

between the two groups to see the effects of drug treatment to see if these drugs are altering gene 
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expression. Gene expression data will allow us to gain an understanding of what biological 

pathways are affected as a result of drug treatment. We will use the gene expression data to 

determine what pathways are upregulated and downregulated as a result of drug treatment. This 

study can be used to find potential developmental effects of these drugs on fetal brains as a 

whole and the individual cell types of the developing brain so that there can be a more robust 

understanding of this topic that is currently facing a lack of research and insight. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Organoid Culture 

The organoids for our experiment were grown by Dr. Shashi Tiwari. H9 hESCs from 

WiCells were cultured a feeder layer of irradiated mouse embryonic fibroblasts under feeder-free 

Materigel coated conditions. These cells were then detached from their feeder layer using 

1mg/ml of collagenase for 15 to 20 minutes at 37oC in a CO2 incubator and 0.5mg/ml dispase for 

another 15 minutes at 37oC in a CO2 incubator. Well were washed with media and a single-cell 

suspension using Versene solution. Embryoid bodies began to form using the hanging drop 

method. After 2 days the embryoid bodies were transferred to fresh media and after 6 days in 

culture, they were transferred once again to petri dishes that contained neural induction media. 

At day 11, the organoids were transferred into a new media and into stir flask bioreactors. After 

day 15, cerebral organoid media with vitamin A was added for long term growth and was 

changed every 3 days. Organoids were then treated with 5uM of METH dissolved in media 

culture every other day for one week and were then fixed for single-cell disassociation. For THC, 

the protocol is the same, except the organoids were treated with 1uM of THC every other day for 

one week.   This is a brief summary of the protocol, and a more detailed methods section can be 

found in the published paper about METH organoids25. 

 

10X Genomics and CellRanger 

After the organoids were cultured, single-cells were extracted using the 10X genomics 

single-cell extraction protocol. These samples were sent to the UCSD IGM Genomics Center 

who generated fastq files for our samples. After obtaining the fastq files, the count, matrix, and 

gene files for single-cell analysis were generated using cellranger-count. For the METH data, 
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two different sequencing runs were performed, and the initial cellranger-count function was 

performed by Ashley Hui. The cellranger 2.0.0 pipeline was used to generate these files. For the 

THC data sequencing was also performed twice but the fastqs for the individual runs were 

combined to create a single set of matrix, gene, and count files for each of the samples. For the 

METH data, there were a total of 8 control organoids and the 6 METH treated organoids. For the 

THC data, there were a total of 6 THC treated organoids and 5 control organoids. The THC data 

was aligned using cellranger 3.0.0 pipeline. THC data also contained one corrupted fastq file 

which was removed before analysis.  

 

Seurat – METH  

The METH integration analysis was completed using both Seurat version 2.4 and 3.0 as a 

major update was made to package during the analysis timeframe with a variety of useful new 

features. The initial integration analysis was completed using Seurat version 2.4. The integration 

analysis involved some key steps. The first step was to load in the files generated by CellRanger, 

which include the matrix, text, and data file for each organoid. These files contain information 

about each cell and the gene expression of each of the cells. After loading the data, the next step 

was to clean the data. Looking at the percent mitochondrial genes for each sample, I filtered out 

cells with high levels of mitochondrial genes, filtering out cells that had a mitochondrial gene 

level higher than 15%. High levels of mitochondrial genes are indicators of apoptotic cells, so it 

was important to filter out those cells26. Cells with counts lower than 200 genes were also filtered 

out. After the initial filtering, the next step was to perform the integration analysis using 

canonical correction analysis or CCA. CCA is canonical correlation analysis and is used to find 

linear combinations that are maximally correlated between datasets27. Typically, in single-cell 
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analysis when analyzing two different datasets under different conditions the data would align 

based on the conditions, rather than the underlying subpopulations present in the data27. 

Therefore, the creators of the Seurat package aimed to find a way around this condition specific 

clustering so that an integrated analysis could reveal the changes in gene expression between the 

conditions. They used CCA to analyze this integrated data, where they found shared correlation 

structures, or canonical correlation vectors, between the two data sets and aligned these 

dimensions using dynamic time warping27. CCA was used to reduce the dimensions of our data. 

Dimensional reduction is a means of reducing data from many dimensions down to a more 

manageable range of dimensions28. For example, a normal matrix in single-cell data may have 

12,000 rows and 15 columns. CCA allows for this data to be reduced into a format that can be 

better visualized and summarized28. After performing CCA, tSNE, or t-Distributed Stochastic 

Neighbor Embedding, was used to visualize the clustering of the cells27,29. A clustering 

algorithm, typically k-means clustering, was used to cluster groups of cells that similar together, 

in that they have distinct gene signatures in common28. Once the cells were clustered together, 

the next step was to label the clusters based on the gene expression of canonical markers for 

specific neural cell types. These markers were found using the FindMarkers function in Seurat 

which finds genes that are different between the sets that you are comparing and reports a p-

value and an adjusted p-value for each gene found. Once the clusters were identified, I used the 

FindMarkers function in Seurat to find genes that differed between the treated and untreated 

organoids and completed pathway analysis. After the initial labeling, the new version of Seurat 

(v3.0) was released and updated my integrated object so that I was compatible with the new 

version. 
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Seurat – THC  

 The analysis for the THC data was completed using the Seurat (v3.0). This analysis had 

the same initial data loading and filtering; however, the integration analysis was different based 

on the new version. This version finds integration anchors for integration analysis and then 

performs integration analysis. Instead of tSNE, UMAP, or uniform manifold approximation and 

projection, was used to visualize the data. The subsequent steps of the analysis were the same. 

After the initial clustering, I noticed that there were clusters of cells that had expression of 

mRNA processing markers. I also noticed that the cellranger output had indicated that some 

samples of the THC data had high levels of ambient RNA, which is unrelated to the actual cells. 

Therefore, I removed these clusters so that the analysis would not be skewed by these cells. For 

the THC data, I also analyzed a subset of neurons to determine the effects of THC on specifically 

the neuronal population. I selected the subset of neurons from the entire clustering, clustered this 

subset of cells again, and used neuronal markers to determine the gene expression of specific 

neuron subtypes. 

 

Pathway Analysis 

To complete pathway analysis, I used the FindMarkers function in Seurat and specified 

that I wanted to compare treated vs untreated organoids. This was done for all cell types found 

and also for the overall object as well. I also created a list of all of the expressed genes in the 

organoid to act as a reference list for the gene comparisons. It is best practice to use a reference 

list that consists of genes that are expressed rather than the whole human genome because using 

a list of expressed genes can lead to more specific pathway results. To do the pathway analysis, I 

separated the upregulated and downregulated genes into their own lists to have clear results. 
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Once I had these lists and the reference list, I used PANTHER for the pathway analysis for the 

METH data, with the parameters GO biological process for the annotation set, Fisher’s exact for 

the test type, and the correction based on calculating the false discovery rate30. For the THC data, 

I used WebgesaltR, the R package of the webgesalt function which is another means of doing 

pathway analysis31. I used the default parameters for this analysis. The pathway analysis 

performed for these datasets was over-representation analysis (ORA). ORA is a type of analysis 

that determines if a gene list belonging to a functional category is higher than expected by 

chance32. If we see that our gene list contains genes from a specific functional category at a level 

higher than that expected by chance, that category will appear as enriched. Using the genes that 

were part of these enriched functional categories, we confirmed that they were truly up or down 

regulated in our dataset and then used this enrichment to draw conclusions about our data.  

The METH figures in the results section and the methods section for organoid generation 

are reprinted and paraphrased from Glial cell diversity and methamphetamine-induced 

neuroinflammation in human cerebral organoids as it appears in Mol Psychiatry (2020), Dang, 

Jason; Tiwari, Shashi Kant; Agrawal, Kriti; Hui, Ashley; Qin, Yue; and Rana, Tariq. The thesis 

author was a primary investigator and author of this paper. 

 The THC figures in the results section and the methods section are currently being 

prepared for submission for publication of the material. Dang, Jason; Tiwari, Shashi Kant; 

Agrawal, Kriti; and Rana, Tariq. The thesis author was a primary investigator and author of this 

paper. 
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RESULTS 
 
METH vs Control Organoids 

Staining and single-cell RNA-seq analysis of cerebral organoids were used to show that 

the cerebral organoids we grew are models of the cortical section of the developing brain 

(Figure1).  Single-cell RNA-seq analysis was also used to evaluate the effects of METH 

treatment (Figure 2).  

Cerebral organoids contain cortical markers, neural stem cell markers, astrocyte markers, 

and proliferation markers which are also found in the developing brain, further supporting 

cerebral organoids as a model for the developing brain (Figure 1A, 1B, 1C).  The analysis of the 

single-cell RNA-seq data found that there were 10,135 cells from control organoids and 10,613 

cells from METH treated organoids. These cells were clustered together using a clustering 

algorithm that groups cells with similar gene expression together in the same cluster 27. After the 

clustering algorithm was performed, these cells clustered into 16 distinct clusters, and the cells 

were plotted using the tSNE statistical method to visualize the clusters that are found (Figure 

1D). The clustering also shows that all clusters contain similar proportions of cells from both 

experimental groups, indicating that the data has been corrected for batch effects, a phenomenon 

in which cells cluster into groups based solely on their experimental condition (Figure 1E). Cells 

should cluster based on their cell type rather than due to batch effects to decrease bias when 

comparisons between the experimental conditions are made. Furthermore, although we do see 

heterogeneity in the organoids, when clustered together we find that all organoids are expressed 

in each cell type, which may suggest that the transcriptomes are conserved between the 

organoids.  
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Figure 1: Cerebral Organoids as Models for the Developing brain (A) Cerebral organoids immunostained for cortical 
neuronal marker CTIP2, neural stem cell marker SOX2, and DAPI show radial cortical layer organization around 
ventricle-like structures at 20x. Scale bar represents 100µm. (B) Cerebral organoids immunostained for neural stem 
cell marker SOX2, astrocyte marker GFAP, and DAPI show glial and neural stem cell populations at 20x. Scale bar 
represents 100µm. (C) Cerebral organoids immunostained for proliferation marker Ki67, neural stem cell marker 
Nestin, and DAPI show the presence of proliferating neural stem cells at 20x. Scale bar represents 100µm. (D) t-
distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) plot of scRNA-seq data from 8 untreated and 6 METH treated 
cerebral organoids (10,135 cells from control organoids and 10,623 METH treated cells after quality control 
filtering) generated by Seurat identified 16 distinct clusters. Cerebral organoids were treated with 5µM 
methamphetamine for a week and analyzed by scRNA-seq. Cells with similar gene expression profiles are clustered 
together. (E) t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) plot of the same data as Figure 1D, split by 
treatment, with red representing cells from METH treatment and blue presenting cells from the control to show the 
distribution across conditions. (F) Dot plot of canonical neural marker genes to classify tSNE clusters 0-15 (from 
Figure 1D). Cluster identities are labeled on the left and canonical marker genes are located on the bottom. Darker 
shades of blue represent greater expression of genes and the size of dots represents the percentage of cells 
expressing the gene. 
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Table 1: Canonical Neural Markers 

 

Known neural marker genes were used to identify the cell types of the distinct clusters, 

where clusters were labeled a specific cell type if they had a high expression of the cell type-

specific neural marker genes (Figure 1F, Figure 1G). The expression of these neural marker 

genes indicates that cerebral organoids contain most of the neural cells found in the developing 

brain (Figure 1F, Figure 1G)33–35. These results demonstrate the neural progenitor cells, neurons, 

and glial cellular diversity within cerebral organoid models, thus showing that they contain 

neural cells found in the brain and may be used as a model for the developing brain. 

 

Organoid Heterogeneity in the METH Experiment  
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Figure 2: Cerebral Organoid Heterogeneity. (A) A plot of representing the percent composition of all the cells from 
each organoid of the experiment for the cells of cluster 1, a cluster of astrocytes. (B) A plot of representing the 
percent composition of all the cells from each organoid of the experiment for the cells of cluster 10, a cluster of 
neurons. (C) A plot of representing the percent composition of all the cells from each organoid of the experiment for 
the cells of cluster 6, a cluster of astrocytes. 
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The next step in the analysis pipeline is to address organoid heterogeneity. Cerebral 

organoids are self-mapping and as a result, there is variability in each organoid36. Thus, it is 

important to make sure that the results we see from comparing the drug treatments are due to the 

effects of the drugs and not just due to the organoid’s internal variability. In order to address this 

issue, we confirmed that our cell types are present in all of the organoids and that they represent 

fairly even cell counts per condition. Here are examples of three of our cell types and the 

percentage of cells from each organoid for each of the cell types (Figure 2A, 2B, 2C). All of the 

organoids represent some proportion of our cell types. The percentages of each organoid 

represented vary and this is likely due to the fact that each organoid had different total cell 

counts. For example, the METH organoid M1 had a cell count of 811 vs another METH 

organoid (M2) had a cell count of 3602. We can see based on these numbers alone it is not 

possible to see a completely even representation of the organoids in each cell type because the 

total cell counts of the organoids themselves vary. Although the variability in our cell counts 

may still be an issue, when we compare overall gene expression, we compare groups of cells. We 

compare all the cells that were from METH treated organoids to all the cells that were from 

control organoids, which are more even cell counts, with 10,135 cells from control organoids and 

10,613 cells from METH treated organoids. 

 

Genes Upregulated and Downregulated as a Result of Treatment 
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Figure 3: Genes Upregulated and Downregulated as a Result of Treatment. (A) The top 48 genes found using Seurat 
to be downregulated as a result of METH treatment, where control cells expressed these genes more highly than 
METH cells. The METH and control subsets consist of all the cells from that condition and their expression is 
graphed in a heatmap. (B) The top 50 genes found using Seurat to be upregulated as a result of METH treatment, 
where METH cells expressed these genes more highly than control cells. The METH and control subsets consist of 
all the cells from that condition and their expression is graphed in a heatmap. 

The changes in gene expression as a result of METH treatment were analyzed after 

determining the validity of our organoids as a model for the fetal brain. The top upregulated and 

downregulated genes as a result of METH treatment were found using Seurat integration 

analysis. There were only 48 downregulated genes, all of which are shown in Figure 3A. It is 

clear that the downregulated genes had a higher expression in control organoids. There were 89 

upregulated genes and the top 50 of genes are shown in Figure 3B and these genes had a higher 

expression in METH treated organoids. The changes in expression can be clearly seen through 

Figure 3
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the variations in colors, with yellow being upregulated and purple and light purple having a 

lower about of expression. These genes can be used to provide valuable insights into the 

pathways that are affected by METH treatment. Alone these genes do not serve much meaning, 

but pathway analysis can be used to translate these gene lists into biological insight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Pathway Analysis of Genes Upregulated and Downregulated as a Result of Treatment via PANTHER. (A) 
The top 20 of 216 pathways found to be upregulated as a result of METH treatment, the bars graph the negative log 
of the p-value of that pathway. (B) The top 9 pathways found to be downregulated as result of METH treatment, the 
bars graph the negative log of the p-value.   

Integration analysis comparing control and experimental organoids was used to show 

which pathways were affected as a result of METH treatment. Pathway analysis of the 

Figure 4
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differentially expressed genes found to be upregulated as a result of METH treatment showed 

stress pathways were enriched (Figure 4A). Furthermore, a total of 216 pathways were found to 

be upregulated (only the top 20 are graphed here), however, some notable ones include those 

related to immune response, inflammation, and apoptosis suggesting that there is 

neuroinflammation within our organoids (Figure 4A). The pathways found to be downregulated 

by METH treatment, or with a lower expression in METH treated organoids, had primarily to do 

with development and neurogenesis suggesting that neural development is hindered (Figure 4B). 

Next, we wanted to focus on the genes in specific pathways and examine their gene expression 

between the METH and control sets of data.  
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Figure 5: Genes of pathways related to apoptosis and stress. (A) The genes that were part of pathways found by 
PANTHER that were related to apoptosis and cell death graphed in a dot plot. Each of the clusters is presented split 
by treatment and red dots represent expression of cells from METH treatment, while blue dots represent gene 
expression of cells from control organoids. Darker shades of red or blue correspond to greater expression of those 
genes. (B) A heatmap of the same genes from Figure 4A separated by treatment, to allow for a look at the gene 
expression in individual cells. (C) The genes that were part of pathways found by PANTHER that were related to 
stress graphed in a dot plot. Each of the clusters is presented split by treatment and red dots represent expression of 
cells from METH treatment, while blue dots represent gene expression of cells from control organoids. Darker 
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shades of red or blue correspond to greater expression of those genes. (D) A heatmap of the same genes from Figure 
4C separated by treatment, to allow for a look at the gene expression in individual cells. 

 

Since some of the key pathways that were upregulated associated with apoptosis and 

stress, the next step was to focus on the specific genes found within these pathways and confirm 

their expression. When examining apoptotic genes, a subset of METH cells has greater 

expression of those genes in comparison to the control cells. METH is known to induce 

apoptosis via genes such as NUPR1, so these results are consistent with previous findings and 

suggest that METH may induce apoptosis in the developing brain as well (Figure 4A, Figure 

4B)37.  Furthermore, stress-related genes were also found to be upregulated as a result of METH 

treatment (Figure 4C, Figure 4D). These genes may lead to some of the neurotoxicity that is 

known to be associated with METH consumption38. Furthermore, in the brain, astrocytes are 

responsible for maintaining homeostasis39. The astrocyte clusters are clusters 1, 3, 6, and 7 and 

they all appear to have higher expression of the apoptotic and stress genes in comparison to the 

other cell types (Figure 4A, 4C). Again, the characteristic side effects of METH consumption are 

present in the organoids, suggesting that METH may also have a detrimental effect  

on fetal brain development.  
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Figure 6: Genes related to Immune Response. (A) The genes that were part of pathways found by PANTHER that 
were related to immune response graphed in a dot plot. Each of the clusters is presented split by treatment and red 
dots represent expression of cells from METH treatment, while blue dots represent gene expression of cells from 
control organoids. Darker shades of red or blue correspond to greater expression of those genes. (B) A heatmap of 
the same genes from Figure 6A separated by treatment, to allow for a look at the gene expression in individual cells. 

Based on the expression of these immune response genes, we see the upregulation of 

immediate early response genes such as JUN, FOS, IER2, and B2M and A2M which are known 

to play a role in the immune system as they are part of pathways related to the immune 

system(Figure 6A, 6B). In addition, we also see the upregulation of cytokines which include 

CXLCL8 (Figure 6A, Figure 6B). These results combined may show that the organoids are 

immunocompetent, and further suggests that METH treatment induces neuroinflammation within 

the organoids. In the brain, astrocytes have an immune function and can express MHC 

compatibility and act as a type of immune effector cells40. Again, we see that the astrocyte 

clusters 1, 3, 6, and 7 tend to have higher expression of these markers, especially clusters 1 and 3 

(Figure 6A, Figure 6B). Since, we saw a greater expression of VIM, NES, and GFAP it is 

possible that these astrocytes are also reactive, which may be further contributing to the 

Figure 6
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neuroinflammation that may be occurring in our cerebral organoids (Figure 1F)41. This further 

confirms that our labeling of astrocytes is accurate and our cerebral organoids can express a 

variety of brain cell types.  

 

 

 

Figure 7: Genes related to Neurogenesis, Generation of Neurons, and Nervous System Development (A) The genes 
that were part of pathways found by PANTHER that were related to neurogenesis, generation of neurons, and 
nervous system development in a dot plot. Each of the clusters is presented split by treatment and red dots represent 
expression of cells from METH treatment, while blue dots represent gene expression of cells from control 
organoids. Darker shades of red or blue correspond to greater expression of those genes. (B) A heatmap of the same 
genes from Figure 7A separated by treatment, to allow for a look at the gene expression in individual cells. 

When examining genes downregulated by METH treatment, another result of METH 

treatment was the downregulation of genes related to neurogenesis, generation of neurons, and 

nervous system development (Figure 7A, 7B). Control organoids expressed these genes highly in 

comparison to METH organoids, suggesting that METH treatment stifles neuronal growth and 

genesis (Figure 7A, 7B).  

 

THC vs Control Organoids 

Figure 7
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 The next analysis performed was looking at the effects of THC treatment on the cerebral 

organoids. This dataset consisted of 6 THC organoids and 5 control organoids for a total of 4421      

THC organoid cells and 8455 control organoid cells. There is a clear discrepancy in the cell 

counts and as a result we took a slightly different approach in the analysis.  

Figure 8: Cerebral Organoids as Models for the Developing brain in THC (A) Uniform Manifold Approximation 
and Projection (UMAP) plot of scRNA-seq data from 6 untreated and 5 THC treated cerebral organoids ( after 
quality control filtering) generated by Seurat colored based on their condition with red colored cells representing 
THC cells and blue colored cells representing control organoids.  (B) Uniform Manifold Approximation and 
Projection (UMAP) plot of scRNA-seq data labeled according to their cell type (C) Dot plot of canonical neural 
marker genes to classify original UMAP clusters. They are grouped by their cell type and the genes plotted are the 
canonical marker genes are located on the bottom. Darker shades of red, while yellow represents low expression of 
the marker gene. 

The resolution was increased to 1.0 because we found that there were some clusters that 

did not express cell type specific markers and we believe that these cells represent clusters of 

Figure 8
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dead cells. Known neural marker genes were used to label the cell types found in our cerebral 

organoids, please refer to table 1 for the markers (Figure 8B, 8C). We can see once again that our 

cerebral organoids contain a diverse array of the cell types found in the developing brain. 

 

Cerebral Organoid Heterogeneity in the THC experiment 

Once we determined the cell types, we wanted to confirm once again that no one 

organoid would skew our results and all of our organoids are represented in our clusters. We 

found that all cell types contained cells from each of our organoids, therefore, addressing 

organoid heterogeneity. 

Since the cell counts were uneven in the analysis with THC having fewer cells, we 

decided to focus on clusters that were more evenly represented in our data.  After examining the 

cell counts from each organoid and the overall expression from each organoid, we found that 

there were some clusters that were more evenly represented in our data. These clusters include 

astrocytes (GFAP+), neurons, and neural progenitor cells (Figure 9A, 9B, 9C).   
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Figure 9: Cerebral Organoid Heterogeneity in THC. (A) A plot of representing the percent composition of all the 
cells from each organoid of the experiment for the cells that are neurons and the overall percentage of cells present 
for each condition (B) A plot of representing the percent composition of all the cells from each organoid of the 
experiment for the cells that are astrocytes (GFAP+) and the overall percentage of cells present for each condition. 
(C) A plot of representing the percent composition of all the cells from each organoid of the experiment for the cells 
that are proliferative neural progenitor and the overall percentage of cells present for each condition. 

 This was our attempt at bypassing the bias that we found in our datasets based on cell 

counts and ensure that the results that are not as skewed. After looking at the astrocyte and 

proliferative neural progenitor pathways up and down regulated by treatment, no major pathways 

were found to be upregulated. The proliferative neural progenitor pathways did show that after 

THC treatment, pathways related to gliogenesis were upregulated. When examining neurons, we 

decided to go further and identify neural subtypes in the brain to see if there were any changes in 

these subtypes caused by THC treatment. The brain contains a variety of neural subtypes 
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including glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons. Moreover, investigating the effects of THC on 

the neural subtypes may provide new insights.  

 

The Neuron Subset 

Figure 10: Identifying Neural Subtypes. (A) A UMAP plot of the clustering of the neuron subset, which identified 6 
clusters labeled (0 to 5). (B) A dot plot of markers for GABAergic and glutamatergic neurons to identify which 
clusters represent those subtypes (C) Another UMAP plot representing labeled clusters as either GABAergic or 
glutamatergic. Cluster 0 did not express any of the marker genes highly but does express SOX11 and MEIS2 and 
has been labeled as SOX11+ and MEIS2+.  

 
The neuronal subset was clustered again and the markers for glutamatergic (GRIA2+, 

SNAP25) and GABAergic (DLX5+, DLX1+, GAD2+) neurons were used to label the subsets 

(Figure10A, 10B, 10C)42. One cluster of cells, cluster 0 did not exhibit any of the known neural 

markers to a large degree. It did however express SOX11+ and MEIS2+ (Figure 10A). 

Therefore, this cluster may potentially be a new neural cell type that has not previously been 

identified.  After examining the enriched pathways determined by the gene lists, we found that 

glutamatergic neurons had pathways associated to generation of neurons upregulated in the THC 

dataset, this was due to the expression of genes such NEUROD2 and NEUROD6 (Figure 11).  

When examining these genes closely, we can see that they are clearly expressed in THC 

glutamatergic neurons more heavily (Figure 11). The THC glutamatergic neurons also exhibit 
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CNR1 or cannabinoid receptor 1 (CB1) more heavily than control glutamatergic neurons which 

still express the markers GRIA2, SNAP25, and MAPT (Figure 11)42.   

 

Figure 11: THC vs Control Gene Expression of Key Genes. Dot plots of key glutamatergic marker genes are 
graphed here. Dot size indicates the percentage of cells expressing the marker genes. Dot color indicates the 
expression levels of the marker genes, with red being high expression and grey being low expression in the THC 
subset. In control or untreated cells, blue indicates high expression, and grey indicates low expression.  

The expression of NEUROD6 has been shown to be correlated with glutamatergic 

pyramidal fate and neurogenesis during embryogenesis43. The overexpression of NEUROD6 in 

THC glutamatergic neurons may indicate that THC is leading to preferential differentiation into 

glutamatergic neurons and thereby altering glutamatergic neurons in the developing brain43. 

Moreover, since the SOX2+ MEIS2+ cluster also expresses a similar phenotype to the 

glutamatergic neurons, it is possible that this cluster will preferentially differentiate to 

glutamatergic neurons. CB1 which is encoded CNR1 is typically shown to be decreased as a 

result of chronic THC exposure because THC acts as an antagonist for the receptor44. In our 

results, we see that CNR1 is upregulated as a result of THC exposure in especially in 

glutamatergic neurons. At this time is not clear if overexpression of CNR1 will have a 

detrimental effect, but our data further suggests that THC may be altering glutamatergic neurons 

in the developing brain.  

The METH figures in the results section and the methods section for organoid generation 

are reprinted and paraphrased from Glial cell diversity and methamphetamine-induced 

Figure 11
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neuroinflammation in human cerebral organoids as it appears in Mol Psychiatry (2020), Dang, 

Jason; Tiwari, Shashi Kant; Agrawal, Kriti; Hui, Ashley; Qin, Yue; and Rana, Tariq. The thesis 

author was a primary investigator and author of this paper. 

 The THC figures in the results section and the methods section are currently being 

prepared for submission for publication of the material. Dang, Jason; Tiwari, Shashi Kant; 

Agrawal, Kriti; and Rana, Tariq. The thesis author was a primary investigator and author of this 

paper. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

Cerebral organoids are a model for the developing brain3. Single-cell RNA-seq analysis 

of control and METH treated organoids showed that organoids contain many of the major neural 

cell types found in the developing brain (Figure 1). We addressed organoid heterogeneity and 

found at all our organoids were present in each cluster at some percentage (Figure 2). Moreover, 

after single-cell RNA-seq differential gene expression was performed on the METH treated and 

control organoids, genes associated with neurogenesis and neuronal development were found to 

be downregulated in the METH treated organoids (Figure 5A). These results suggest that the 

development of neurons in the brain and thus brain development as a whole may be hindered as a 

result of METH treatment. Furthermore, genes associated with inflammation, apoptosis, 

cytokines, and stress pathways were found to be a part of the 216 pathways upregulated in 

METH treated organoids (Figure 4B). These results indicate that METH may not only hinder 

brain development and but also may cause an inflammatory response in the developing brain 

(Figure 6). In addition, our experiment found that cerebral organoids may be used to model 

neuroinflammation. This is an unexplored avenue of research and may warrant the use of 

organoids to study neurological diseases associated with neuroinflammation.  

Previous findings related to METH research on brain development were done with mice 

models and found that prenatal METH exposure in mice has led to a decrease in bodily growth, 

learning capabilities, and increased aggressive behavior17. These observations are behavioral and 

cannot be observed through our experiment. In mice, METH has also been known to promote 

neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration, which is consistent with our results19. Human brain 

organoid models show the same results, strengthening the claims that neuroinflammation and 

neurodegeneration are likely consequences of METH exposure19. 
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Alternatively, the neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration that we found may also be 

due to the lack of microglia in our cerebral organoids. Currently, organoids produced from 

human induced pluripotent stem cells lack microglia which are an integral part of the brain’s 

immune system 45. These cells play a key role in maintaining the brain’s homeostasis and 

development 46. Therefore, it is important to consider how microglia’s role is altered in METH 

treatment as well. Recently, there have been advancements in organoid research and it is possible 

that they may contain endogenous microglia or microglia may be added via a co-culture 46. It 

would be beneficial to test the effects of the same drugs with cerebral organoids that have 

microglia incorporated for a more holistic understanding of the effects of METH treatment on 

the developing brain. Moreover, as organoid research develops, it be may interesting to try the 

same experiment on whole-brain organoids that have been vascularized, which may be a better 

model because it is even more similar to the developing brain47. 

In THC, we saw that our organoids represented a diverse array of neural cell types found 

in the developing brain (Figure 8). Due to the discrepancy in cell counts per organoid, we 

decided to focus on cell types that had more even counts in our data when comparing THC and 

control organoids. Thus, there were three clusters of interest GFAP+ astrocytes, proliferative 

neural progenitor cells, and neurons that had more even cell counts (Figure 9). Astrocytes and 

proliferative neural progenitor cells did not yield many significant pathways. When looking at 

neurons, we decided to focus on neural subtypes to see if THC treatment was causing any 

changes there. Clustering the neuronal population again revealed a population of glutamatergic, 

GABAergic, and an unidentified cluster of SOX11+ and MEIS2+ cells (Figure 10). Pathways 

related to neurogenesis were found to be upregulated as a result of THC treatment with some 

notable genes including NEUROD2 and NEUROD6 (Figure 11). These genes are associated 
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with neurogenesis and were upregulated in THC glutamatergic neurons, suggesting that THC 

treatment is affecting this neuronal subtype in some way, perhaps by leading to its preferential 

differentiation towards glutamatergic fate via NEUROD6. THC glutamatergic neurons also 

expressed CNR1 at a higher level than control organoids (Figure 11). Typically, CB1 expression 

has been shown to decrease as a result of chronic THC exposure, however, we see an increase in 

CNR1 especially in glutamatergic neurons further suggesting THC may be altering this neuronal 

subset44. The cluster of cells that did not express some of the key glutamatergic markers, does 

express NEUROD2, NEUROD6, and CNR1 which may indicate that this population may also 

differentiate into glutamatergic neurons. These findings suggest that THC treatment may lead to 

differentiation into glutamatergic neurons in the developing brain. These results, however, are 

based on a small population of cells and would need to be functionally validated in vivo to 

confirm that this phenomenon does occur.  

The field of single-cell RNA-sequencing analysis is constantly evolving. Recently, new 

tools and packages have been made to address the issue of ambient RNA. A new package by the 

name of DecontX has recently been used to remove the ambient RNA contamination before 

downstream analysis, so this may a novel way to address the problem of contamination that we 

faced in the THC dataset48.  

In the future, it may also be interesting to explore other single-cell analysis techniques to 

see if results differ. We use Chromium, a 10x single-cell RNA-sequencing technique, which 

sequences from just the 3’ end of RNA, however, there are many other methods such as Smart-

seq2 which provide full-length transcripts49. Full-length transcript may allow for increased 

sensitivity and a higher level of detail about each cell49. This increased sensitivity may provide 

more information about more minute changes in gene expression.  
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All in all, this study has provided valuable insights into the effects of METH and THC on 

the developing brain via cerebral organoids, a topic that is difficult to study otherwise. This 

model and the results of this experiment may be used to properly advise pregnant women about 

the effects of METH and THC use on fetal brain development.  
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